Inspired by combination of our city’s long history of architectural excellence, industrial innovation, and commitment to cultural education, we are pleased to inform you that the Columbus Cultural Foundation (CCF) is soliciting proposals for the design of a new museum for Columbus, Indiana.

As the fabric of our remarkable city has proven for decades—design matters. We believe that design in its many forms is the sum total expression of the human spirit and that trying to understand design is an essential component in understanding the intellectual progress of mankind. Our town has consistently put our faith in the power of architecture to positively shape our places of learning, worship, and living—with this proposal we are asking for architects to prepare a proposal for an a place to celebrate our city’s long engagement with design.

The architecture studio project is based investigating and resolving an academic design problem (not an actual project or call for proposal) for a new design center Columbus Center for Innovative Objects of Design. Iowa State University architecture faculty will discuss previous projects and ideas about design in the city of Columbus. Academic brief for the project includes:
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